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Touring the Inaugural Galerie House of Art and
Design in Sag Harbor
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For the ﬁrst time, Sag Harbor, N.Y., has welcomed the Galerie House of Art and Design, a show house that combines two
creative disciplines under one roof. Embodying Galerie magazine’s brand goal to “live artfully,” the immersive experience
brings the pages of the magazine to life.
Click HERE to view a gallery.
To deck out the 12,500-sq.-ft. home – a classic, shingle-style estate located on 6 acres in the Hamptons – participating designers
were selected from across the country. They collaborated with art galleries to curate the spaces, while several artists created sitespeciﬁc installations.

“Sag Harbor is such a special place in the Hamptons, and we’re eager to bring together this ‘house of dreams’ where art and
design intersect in such a fresh way,” said designer and design chair Nicole Fuller. “It’s like nothing we’ve ever seen or
experienced before. Our A-list lineup of artists, galleries, designers and artisans will transform this house into something new.
It’s uncharted territory, and for creatives, they’re challenged in a way that gives them total freedom to have new ideas and be
inspired in different ways.”
Proceeds from the show house beneﬁt the construction of Stony Brook Southampton Hospital’s East Hampton Emergency
Department. The facility will beneﬁt communities in the easternmost reaches of Long Island, making emergency care faster than
the hour or more it can take to reach the existing Stony Brook Southampton Hospital from some areas.
Select Source List
Appliances: Fisher & Paykel
Closets, Kitchen Island, Vanities: Florense
Countertops: Cambria, Cosentino, Zicana
Faucets: Kohler, Waterworks
Hardware: Armac Martin, Hoffman Hardware, Katonah Architectural Hardware
Kitchen Cabinets: Bakes & Kropp Fine Cabinetry
Light Switches: Forbes & Lomax
Lighting: Circa Lighting, WAC Lighting
Paint: The Paint Laboratory
Sinks: Kohler, Sherle Wagner International
Tile: Complete Tile Collection, Walker Zanger
Toilets: Kohler, Waterworks
Tub: Native Trails
Wallpaper: Fromental, Phillip Jeffries
Window Treatments: The Shade Store

